1 Sample

First use: a sample, a support vector machine (SVM), l’œil, no prefix. Next use: a sample, an SVM, l’œil, no prefix.
Reset.
First use: the samples, support vector machines (SVMs), les yeux, no prefixes. Next use: the samples, SVMs, les yeux, no prefixes.
Reset.
Reset.
First use: The samples, Support vector machines (SVMs), Les yeux, No prefixes. Next use: The samples, SVMs, Les yeux, No prefixes.
Reset.
First use: A SAMPLE, A SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE (SVM), L’ŒIL, NO PREFIX. Next use: A SAMPLE, AN SVM, L’ŒIL, NO PREFIX.
Reset.
First use: THE SAMPLES, SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES (SVMS), LES YEUX, NO PREFIXES. Next use: THE SAMPLES, SVMS, LES YEUX, NO PREFIXES.

Glossary

No prefix entry without prefix. 1

L’œil eye. 1

A sample an example. 1

Acronyms

SVM support vector machine. 1